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About us

Lindsay Emma Eliah Emily
Job Biochemist Human Geneticist Computational Biologist Evolutionary biochemist

Grade 19th grade 17
th

grade 18th grade 19th grade

Likes Running, dogs, 
Korean BBQ

Baking, video games, 
kayaking

Science fiction books, 
stand-up comedy

My cat Poe, reading, 
the rain, nature

Favorite subject in 
school

Band (I play flute!) Math & US History Creative writing Biology





Learn more about our jobs!

http://bit.ly/2nOL7BF



Gene editing? First let’s bake some cookies!



Shawn’s chocolate chip cookie recipe

¾ cup Sugar

1 cup Butter

2 ¼ cup Flour

1 Egg

2 cups Chocolate Chips



EXTRA chocolate chip cookie recipe

¾ cup Sugar

1 cup Butter

2 ¼ cup Flour

1 Egg

3 cups Chocolate Chips



Reese’s Pieces cookie recipe ?

¾ cup Sugar

1 cup Butter

2 ¼ cup Flour

1 Egg

2 cups Chocolate Chips



Snickerdoodle Crispy

Chewy

Double Chocolate White Chocolate



Our science job is like baking



All living things are made from “recipes”



Similar living things use similar recipes



Half your recipe comes from mom, half 
comes from dad – recipes are hereditary



No two living things have the exact same 
recipe – except twins!



Each line of the recipe is called a gene that 
codes for a specific thing



All the genes for a recipe are written in DNA



Review

• The instructions that make up all living things are written in
(a) English (b) Computer code (c) DNA (d) cats



Review

• The instructions that make up all living things are written in
(a) English (b) Computer code (c) DNA (d) cats

• Each individual line of the instructions is called a
(a) gene (b) recipe (c) twin (d) chocolate chip



Review

• The instructions that make up all living things are written in
(a) English (b) Computer code (c) DNA (d) cats

• Each individual line of the instructions is called a
(a) gene (b) recipe (c) twin (d) chocolate chip

• Half our genes come from mom and half from dad; they’re
(a) garbage (b) engineered (c) random (d) hereditary



How can we change genes?



We can read DNA code and make changes to 
genes, it’s called gene editing



Gene editing can delete genes, add new 
genes, or replace genes



Gene editing can delete genes, add new 
genes, or replace genes



What edits make a peanut butter cookie?

?



What edits make an oatmeal raisin cookie?

?



What edits make a chocolate cake?

??
??



What edits make a pizza?

?
??

?
??
?
??

?
??



Let’s go save the world!



Gene editing can help end world hunger, cure 
malnutrition, prevent disease, and save the 

environment



A bird scientist (ornithologist) has consulted you 
for a mission to save a rare (imaginary) bird



This bird lives in the Galapagos Islands



How do you help the bird adapt to its new 
home?

Island A Island B Island C



Genes to edit!

Island A Island B Island C

1. Main Feather Color
2. Belly Feather Color

3. Beak Colors
Yellow (eats seeds and nuts)

Orange (eats insects)



What we learned today

• We are made of instructions called genes, which are coded by DNA.

• Our genes are hereditary – half are from mom, and half are from dad.

• All humans are unique, but we still share mostly the same 
instructions.

• We use gene editing to help people and animals, cure diseases, and 
save the environment.



The woman behind today’s popular gene 
editing technology 


